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Accommodation & information for the Athletes: 

- Grooms and drivers are “one team”, preferably reserve/book rooms in the same hotel 

- Ideally ensure the whole team can attend meals at the same venue 

- When you plan the horse inspection, please take into consideration that the horses need a 

rest after travel.   Some horses total travelling time will be as much as 20 hours.  As such the 

competitors may want to arrive the night before.  

- Shuttle service from the stables to the hotel (when applicable) should be available until 2 

hours after the end of the prize giving ceremony. 

- Stables of the drivers should be congregated together 

- Provide a proper route description with contact info of the OC 

- Communicate time, place and order for the horse inspection beforehand 

- decide on the time and place for the draw, preferably 30  minutes after the finish of the 

horse inspection  

- publish a running order for the veterinary inspection 

 

Training, warm up & prize giving 

- ideally the warm up arena should be big enough to allow a minimum of 6 four-in-hands to 

drive in.  A quiet road for horses to walk on can relieve congestion in the warm up arena 

- decide when the warm up arena is available for the drivers on the days they are present 

between other classes for training 

- decide from what time the warm up arena is available for the drivers before the 

competitions (ideally 60 minutes, minimum 30 minutes) 

- do you want all drivers to enter the arena together for introductions to the public  or do 

they have to enter the arena by starting order? First driver enters last and stays in arena for 

start of competition 

- Decide on the number of drivers in both prize giving ceremonies (1st competition and 

World Cup) 

- Decide on number of drivers in the press conference after the FEI World Cup competition. 

Recommended: Top 3 + best home driver. 

 

Course, course building/walk 

- decide when the practice course can be built. E.g. at night when all other classes are 

finished. Preferably use spotlights/laser lights to indicate the position of the cones.  

- allow the drivers to walk the course for around 30 minutes (minimum 20 minutes) the first 

time, e.g. the night before when the course building is finished. This saves time on the 

competition night, the course walk can then be 15 minutes. 

- allow the drivers at least once to enter the arena with their horses to inspect the arena, 

e.g. during the course building on the first night 

- dim lighting on crowd to add stage theatre feeling create atmosphere 

- letters on obstacles need to be huge for public. E.g. Red panel with big letter fixed onto 

obstacle element 

- microphones on the bridge for good sound for tv etc. 

- decorations in the marathon obstacles can obstruct view for the judges and photographers.  

Low decorations around base of obstacle element look effective 

- build in time to prepare the surface in between two rounds 

- microphones/headsets on drivers and navigators or not? 
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Competition 

- Please schedule the Driving competitions for horse and driver friendly times. Take into 

consideration that a four-in-hand takes minimum 2 hours after the finish of the competition to 

cool down, wash, etc. The Driving competitions should therefore preferably take place before 

22.00 hrs. 

- If there is an extra day in between the 1st competition and the World Cup competition, 

organise an extra competition, e.g. a top score competition. 

 

Press 

- photo pocket in the corner of the arena, probably with view on the passing of the bridge 

- the press conference should take place immediately following the prize giving ceremony of 

the World Cup competition 

- On jumbo board driver head shots and possible interview can be shown prior to driver 

starting 

 

Judges/officials 

- 1 FEI Judge with indoor driving experience + 2 other Judges + secretary 

- Course Designer + 3 to 4 helpers in the course 

- score sheets/templates available for indoor judging 

 

Music (OC decides with their music partner) 

- when the driver enters the arena 

- when judge rings bell and/or driver crosses start line change of music 

- lower music when the driver is in the marathon obstacles 

- different music for clear round, or winning score 

 

Scoring 

1st round: 

The time plus penalty points should be published on the scoreboard indicating in brackets faults 

already occurred. 

 

Winning round: 

The total time from the 1st round should be put on the scoreboard when the driver starts the 

2nd round. 

The time from the 2nd round and the penalty points of the 2nd round should be published on 

the scoreboard and then show the total of round 1 and 2. 

 

Important information for Driver to give at the draw/meeting 

- time allowed in first warm up arena 

- time allowed in second warm up arena 

- course building expected start time 

- course walk expected start time 

- actual start time 

- first competition one or two rounds and same course both rounds or different 

- prize giving for all drivers or just top three? 

- press conference for competition one and two or just two (World Cup)? 

- press conference for all drivers or just top three? 

 


